2022

SAT22
Parteeeh…! It’s the big day today, Sat
urday. Today we dance until the
little hours. And don’t forget to look
up to the sky when you go
outside because there should be many
falling stars. We will wish for
many fun festivals in the future!

Open Stage*

Main Stage

17.45- 18.30 Nubia
19.00- 19.45 Macau
20.00 - 20.45 Balsam
20.45 - 21.15 Silent Disco
21.30 - 22.15 Trad’ici
22.45 - 23.30 Marina Lazar
00.00 - 00.45 Cosmopoly
00.45 - 02.00 Silent disco: FusionUnion
* There may be last minute changes

16.00 Noiranomis
18.00 Duo du Balcon
20.15 Trio Baladins
22.30 Fahrenheit
00.45 Mr. Folxlide
Download the CaDansa
app from the play/app
store or via the QR code.
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Once upon a time in Nijmegen
CaDansa started in 2012, but Balfolk in the Netherlands goes further
back than that. Did you know Balfolk Nijmegen has its 15th anniversary
this year (so they have existed since 2007!). They will celebrate that on
the 26th and 27th of November with EmBRUN, Wouter Kuyper, Les
Bottines Artistiques, Hot Griselda, Two Catch a Raindrop and
Naragonia. It is in their home base Café Shuffle. Will we see you there?

There was a little bunny
Gozewijn
Did you notice the bunny sitting on
the stage? His name is Gozewijn
and he has attended many Balfolk
events! Wim got Gozewijn from
his kids because they didn’t want
him to be lonely when he was
abroad for work. He had to take
Gozewijn everywhere… So
Gozewijn also came with him to
Balfolk. Wim doesn’t know exactly
how long it’s been, but his kids are
now 30 and 32…!

Looking for a ride?
At the info place behind the Photo
Booth there is a carpool poster. Are
you looking for a ride or have one
to offer? Write it down!

HQ abandoned
Yesterday we had a very rare
situation: the whole CaDansa team
left HQ. They went to take a group
photo in the photo booth. And they
managed to break it… luckily Ork
was nearby to fix it!

Maker’s market
This afternoon (15:00-17:30) there is a makers’
market in the foyer. This reporter has already had
a sneak peak on the beautiful merchandise
Selena’s mother has made. Come and see!

The Cadansa bubble
Someone at CaDansa described the last few days as 'coming home'. We
are also very happy to be back in our CaDansa bubble, with all the
lovely people and the great atmosphere here in De Meenthe. With our
team of organisers and many volunteers, we work hard to offer
everyone a beautiful, magical and safe CaDansa. Of course, we're just
mice - er... humans - and we're not perfect. With such a large team of
different people, it can happen that we say or do something that does
not always match what we see as the values of CaDansa. We remain in
continuous dialogue to further improve CaDansa and to make it an even
nicer place. Maybe you've already seen our updated guidelines at the
entrance? Do you have any tips, experiences or perhaps anecdotes
about your bubble within CaDansa? We’d love to hear it.

Mycology
Did you know the science of studying mushrooms is called mycology? In
2013 the Dutch mycology association found some rare species in the
Weerribben in the ‘Kooi van Pen.’ For example ‘Het rondsporig
trechtertje,’ a species that was considered extinct in the Netherlands for
half a century! They even found a type of mushroom that had not been
found in the Netherlands before and does not even have a Dutch name.
Did you know the mushroom is only the tip of the iceberg? There is
a big network of fungal threads underground that exists year round.
In the wet season, the mushrooms pop up.
The mushroom releases spores that can travel through the air. Some
can travel for thousands of kilometers!
Did you know that luminescent mushrooms you sometimes see in
animated movies really exist? Even in the Netherlands!

Rumours
Numbers don’t lie? In the Thursday edition we published some
visitor statistics. One visitor did some math and wondered: 0,7% is
from Poland, while he saw at least 15 Poles. Does that mean there are
at least 2000 tickets sold? Obviously,… no. Poles may be
exceptionally keen on their privacy and didn’t allow the ticket shop
to gather their data. Or many of them are volunteers (at least some
are)…
We heard there even was a mini-workshop for
the polish dance the ‘Pisany’ during the
performance of OMGdude. The challenge of
this dance is finding back your partner (or
steal one).
Someone made up the photo challenge ‘a quiet
little corner’. The stuffed animals in the resting
space really were looking forward for that, since
the resting room got invaded by musicians during the
workshops. The fox finally found it’s quiet
place… (find the photo challenges on the
table next to the photo booth! Rumour had
it that there are prizes to win!)
Malini is our permanent Cadoodlist,
Malini: ‘I want to be in the CaDaily every
day’. Maybe we have to edit Thursday’s
edition…
Hialøsa announced that people could dance ‘whatever’. We wonder
which mushrooms the people ate that invented a dance with a lot of
arm waving. We think it’s a nice mushroom dance, with
the arms representing all the fungal threads.
Yesterday in the boeuf room there were some mime
musicians joining in. They ‘sounded’ really good!
We got our hands on the mouse bikini photo! Sexy! :)
Do you have something fun for the CaDaily? A rumour,
a (photo of a) CaDoodle, a funny photo? Send it to
cadaily@cadansa.nl or bring it on paper to the info desk.

